SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS: DATA FROM A FIELD TEST OF
THE SYSTEM WITH EXTREMELY SALTY WATER
WWTS: THE WELLPURE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM™

CONCLUSION

This ﬁeld study evaluated the increased in soil salt content over time with extremely salty well
water (Chlorides: 1,950 mg./l; Sodium: 726 mg./l; pH: 8.93; TDS: 3,660 mg./l) was applied to
soil to good soil which had previous been watered with low-salt, municipal water. A control
section of soil was water with untreated water and a treatment section was watered with
Wellpring Water Treatment Well Water Treatment Version water plus an added chelating
agent. The results, shown above, indicated that both treatment and control groups saw soil
salt content increase for the ﬁrst 80 days but after that the effect of the Wellspring treatment
arm began to ﬂush the excess salts out of the treatment soil section. EC dropped below 5 at
day 95 which was considered safe for the landscape plants used at this site.
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WELL WATER
TREATMENT

DELIVERING ENHANCED WATER,
EFFICIENTLY, IN SYSTEMS INSPIRED
BY, AND IN HARMONY WITH,
NATURE
THE WELLPURE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM™

WELL WATER VERSION
U.S. AND INTERNATIONAL PATENTS PENDING

AS A TRULY “GREEN” SYSTEM THE WELLPURE WATER TREATMENT
SYSTEM IS NOT A FILTER OR FERTILIZER, IT REQUIRES NO
CHEMICALS OR ADDITIVES, USES NO ELECTRICITY, PRODUCES
NO WASTE AND HAS NO MECHANICAL MOVING PARTS

OVERVIEW
The Wellpure Water Treatment System™ Well Water
Version, provided by Wellspring Water Technologies, uses
the latest breakthroughs in nanotechnology and cuttingedge water treatment advances in a proprietary combination,
under controlled conditions, to treat water by altering its
physical and chemical properties.
Wellspring Water Technologies combines the latest in
advanced water treatment and delivery systems to treat and
condition hard water, providing water that better hydrates
plants and animals, creates beneﬁcial growing conditions for
landscaping and lawns, and extends the life of your
plumbing, pump and ﬁltration systems and ﬁxtures.

THE WELLPURE WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM FOR YOUR WHOLE HOUSE
Wellspring’s scientists are experts in water quality. Our
systems combine The Wellpure Water Treatment System™
Well Water Version with the best available complementary
treatment technologies in custom conﬁgurations that are
designed to meet the treatment needs of each customer. We
conduct a full analysis of water samples from each
installation before proposing a customer-speciﬁc treatment
solution.
Water, originating from natural sources such as wells, can
contain a wide variety of contaminants that can vary from
harmless nuisances to dangerous toxins. Water quality, as
well as the location and quantity of water is often impossible
to determine prior to making the decision to drill a well. As a
result, homeowners often a faced with the decision to either
install an expensive and wasteful “reverse osmosis” (“RO”)
water treatment system or abandon their newly-drilled well
entirely if water quality is not sufﬁcient after the well is
drilled. The Wellspring Water Treatment System™ Well
Water Treatment Version offers a more economical and
green alternative.
The Wellpure Water Treatment System Well Water Version
treats water using no chemicals or electricity, produces no
waste and has no mechanical moving parts. When combined
with the best available complementary treatment
technologies, The Wellpure Water Treatment System™ Well
Water Version removes contaminants and softens
residential water coming from your well.
- Removes contaminants and softens well water at
a fraction of the initial and ongoing cost of an
RO system
- Does not waste water or produce toxic
by-products like RO systems do
- Can be conﬁgured for most uses

In addition to the beneﬁts
The Wellpure Water Treatment
SystemTM brings to water, our team
also employs the best available
pumps, ﬁltration and delivery systems
enhanced by the use of,
and inspired by, natural features and
the use of renewable energy sources
to deliver enhanced water at the
lowest cost and environmental impact.
We have designed and installed
beautiful, “green” delivery systems for
residential, recreational and
agricultural uses that operate at
ultra-high levels
of efﬁciency in harmony with their
natural environment.

